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Helping Students Develop Harmonic Skills/Audiation
I. Developing a Sense of Resting Tone
= READINESS for singing in harmony
- Exposure to r.t.— freeze + r.t. on bell/tonebar; buzz students w/bee puppet
— bean bags- flow/drop+r.t., swing arms+jump,
silently “audiate” 5-1

- “Resting Tone Ball”

- Dinosaur Diet (JRI 1): macro/micro, strong/gentle mvmt., “RT” dino toss
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- Resting Tone Bubbles— pop + sing r.t.

II. Resting Tone Accompaniments
- resting tone drone: “resting tone button”- pretend your button is stuck!
- resting tone tremolo: hum+fingers, play on barred instrument

III. Tonic & Dominant Ostinati/Borduns
a) Resting Tone Ostinato: push “r.t. button” to the beat, make hands “hop”,
sing + pat, play
b) Parallel I-V Ostinato (“simple bordun”): sing/pat in 2 groups, play
c) Alternating I-V Ostinato (“broken bordun”): sing + pat, play
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d) Extend to Melodic Ostinati
- pull from the song OR create

IV. Tonal Pattern Vocabulary
- singing patterns — LOTS! (first on neutral syllable, then adding solfege later)
- My Pony Bill: gallop + freeze/echo tonal patterns (puppet)

- labeling tonal pattern function (tonic/dominant first, adding subdominant etc.)
- “Hello Everybody”: shake on major tonic, high-five on major dominant
- “Our Gallant Ship”: partner game (tonic/dominant cards)
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V. Chord Roots (Basslines)
Starting with tonic/dominant…
1. Model chord roots while students sing the song.
2. Teach chord roots by rote.
3. Students sing chord roots against the teacher.
4. Students sing chord roots in two groups.
(- small group sings chord roots w/Hoberman sphere)
5. Individual students sing duets with the teacher.
6. Individual students sing duets with each other.

- Extend by playing on instruments (barred instr., boomwhackers)
- Tonalities with subtonic (VII) can be easier to start with than dominant (V)!

- sled to macrobeat, sled w/partner, toboggans, add chord roots
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- Other i-VII songs: “Ocean Waves,” “Drunken Sailor,” “Oh, Sinner Man”
- Partner practice activity and Duets w/“Ocean Waves”

- flow, macro sway/micro tiptoe, add chord roots (A)—partners!
- Once students can do tonic/dominant chord roots, try adding subdominant.
(“Our Gallant Ship,” “The Lion Sleeps Tonight,” “Dance for the Nations”)

- Have students generalize by finding chord roots through their own audiation!
(“Polly Wolly Doodle”)
**For a list of standard tunes with simple basslines and a harmonic index for Jump Right
In Books 1-4, visit https://everydaymusicality.com/resources/.
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VI. Chord Tones
- Expand into full chords (three-part harmony)
(“Biddy Biddy”, “The Lion Sleeps Tonight”, “Five Cents Have I”)
MAJOR:
I
V
IV
MINOR: i
V
Part C:
SO
SO
LA
MI
MI
Part B:
MI
FA
FA
DO
RE
Part A:
DO
TI
DO
LA
SI

VII. Partner Songs
= any songs with the same underlying harmonic progression.
- “Hello Everybody” + “Biddy Biddy” + “High High Hill” + “Mary…Little Lamb”
- “Bow Belinda” + “Sandy Land”+ “Skip to My Lou” + “Dollar, Dollar”
- “Let It Go” + “Don’t Stop Believin’” (+ a million other songs…)
- “When the Saints…” + “Mama Don’t ‘Low” + “Darlin’…” + “New River Train”
+ “Goodnight Ladies” + “She’ll Be Comin’ Round the Mountain” +”Bring…”

VIII. Rounds
- Using a chant first can be an easier way of introducing the concept.
(“Engine, Engine”)
- What makes a song work as a round?

- r.t. w/scarf, bassline/chord roots, chord tones, scarf movement, round!
- Other rounds: “Sally Go ‘Round the Sun,” “Are You Sleeping,” “Ghost of John,”
“Round and Round,” “Dance for the Nations”, etc.
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Utilizing Harmonic Skills/Audiation through Improvisation & Composition

I. Tonal Pattern Improvisation
- Aural/oral as readiness (Tonal Pattern Conversation, High High Hill)

- Function-based pattern improv. with solfege as a tool
- improvise a tonic (or dominant) pattern w/solfege
- improvise a DIFFERENT tonic (or dominant) pattern w/solfege
- improvise a dominant pattern in response to a tonic (or vice versa)
II. Rhythm Improvisation on Chord Roots
- Rhythm pattern improvisation as readiness
- Add rhythms to chord roots of a familiar song
III. Melodic/Harmonic Improvisation
- Free/open improv. as readiness
- Create new ending or response

- Question & answer phrases
- Create melody for a familiar chant: “Engine Engine”
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- Improvise over harmonic progression
- Improvise over familiar chord roots
- “I See the Moon”
- “Nanny Goat”
- Improvise over harmonic functions/familiar progression
- “Biddy, Biddy”: 7-Step Process (inspired by Azzara & Grunow)
1. Sing the melody.
2. Sing the chord roots (or chord tones).
3. Improvise rhythms on chord roots/chord tones.
4. Improvise chord tones on macrobeats.
5. Improvise chord tones on microbeats.
6. Improvise chord tones on macro/micro.
7. Add passing/neighbor tones, other rhythms, etc.
- 12-Bar Blues: 7-Step Process “Lite”
1. Sing the chord roots (or chord tones).
2. Improvise rhythms on chord roots (or chord tones)
3. Sing arpeggiated chord tones. Label chord functions.
4. Make up a melody!
IV. Composition
- Compose a melody for a familiar chant (“Engine, Engine”)
1. Review the chant, moving to macrobeats & microbeats.
2. Choose/establish tonality and sing tonal patterns.
3. Invite students to create/improvise tonal patterns to use in the song,
practicing each phrase as it is created.
- Compose a melody for a poem over a harmonic progression
1. Try chanting poem in duple & triple meters. Choose meter and
practice chanting in meter chosen.
2. Chant in rhythm while playing tonic/dominant chords on a Q-chord/
autoharp/app in major and minor tonalities. Choose tonality and
practice chanting in rhythm with the chords.
3. Improvise a melody for each line of the poem, practicing each line until
everyone can remember it. Perform melody with accompaniment.
The Anteater (by Douglas Florian)
The anteater’s long and tacky tongue
is snaking from its snout.
A thousand termites riding in
but no one riding out.
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- Blues songwriting!
1. Review chord roots/improvising rhythms. Extend to Orﬀ instruments.
2. Review chord tones & chord names. Extend to Orﬀ instruments.
Create and play diﬀerent chord tone arpeggiations on instruments.
3. Review vocally improvising melodies.
4. Discuss aab lyrics. Brainstorm topic and write lyrics in aab form.
5. Chant lyrics in rhythm while playing chord tones on Orﬀ instruments.
6. Create a melody for each line of lyrics. Practice each line until
everyone can remember it. Practice with Orﬀ instruments.
7. Rehearse, perform, and record song!
- Compose an original partner song for recorder (“Skip to My Lou”)
1. Play chord roots on recorder, and improvise macro/micro rhythms on
chord roots. Choose tonic/dominant chord tones to play on recorder.
Improvise on chord tones and macro/microbeats.
2. Review the song and chord changes. Write chord symbols for each
measure.
3. Create and notate a four-macrobeat M/m rhythm pattern in the meter
and tempo of the original song.
4. To that rhythm, add pitches that fit with the chord changes (tonic/
dominant). Continue creating rhythms and pitches for each measure.
5. Practice and revise song. Perform for a peer.
6. Optional- Embellish melody with passing or neighboring tones.
7. Optional- Notate melody in Finale Notepad.
8. Rehearse, perform, and record song.
Resource Files: https://www.dropbox.com/sh/6m6kjf2ujmnovbk/AAA2QRs8P7ZjGkC__qjvynwa?dl=0
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PLUS:
“Skip to My Lou”
“Dollar, Dollar”

PLUS:
“She’ll Be Comin’ ‘Round the Mountain”
“Bring Me Little Water, Silvy”

